CONTACT AND DONATE

Northern California
310 8th St. Ste 310
Oakland, CA
p. 510-948-7899
e. info@im4humanintegrity.org

Inland Valleys
hcruz@im4humanintegrity.org

Los Angeles
lfoy@im4humanintegrity.org

Every human person is sacred across all borders

www.im4humanintegrity.org
About Us

IM4HI is a California based organization with a focus on making the immigration and criminal justice systems more fair and humane. We achieve this by cultivating the leadership of people of faith to advocate for social change and build solidarity.

We believe there is power in working together across religions in shared practices of justice-making, radical welcome and peace building.

We understand that our work in immigration justice and ending mass criminalization must be rooted in dismantling institutional racism.

Our Core Programs

Immigrant Justice: Bay Area & Inland Valleys

We organize people of faith to protect the rights, dignity and well-being of immigrants. We do this by:

- Building a Sanctuary network of dozens of congregations who provide sanctuary through advocacy, accompaniment, detention visitation, networks of protection and housing hospitality.
- Our Nueva Esperanza accompaniment teams accompany newly arrived asylum seekers and those facing a deportation crisis.

- Hosting prayer vigils outside the Adelanto and Richmond detention centers to make visible the humanity of those detained.
- Fe’y Justicia and Ambassadors promote the leadership of directly impacted immigrants to center their experience in our work.
- Root Causes of Migration Delegations

Justice Not Jails: Los Angeles

We seek to dismantle the mass criminalization of people of color by organizing faith communities in Los Angeles, home to the world’s largest jail system. We do this by:

- Organizing a network of Beyond Bars Congregations committed to welcoming home formerly incarcerated persons and advocating for criminal justice reform.
- Organizing people of faith to advocate for the divestment of resources from jails to investment in effective community programs.
- Sending a weekly e-newsletter and organizing local educational events.